Low-loss sharp bends in polymer waveguides
enabled by the introduction of a thin metal layer
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Abstract: Embodying a thin metallic layer underneath the core of a sharply
bent polymer waveguide is shown in this work to considerably reduce the
total losses of both the quasi-transverse-electric and quasi-transversemagnetic modes. The computational results show a total loss as low as
~0.02 dB/90° for the quasi-transverse-electric mode for radii between 6 and
13 µm at the wavelength of 1.55 µm, which corresponds to a 10-fold
improvement over the purely dielectric counterpart. The radii range
exhibiting such low total loss can be tuned by properly selecting the
parameters of the structure. For the quasi-transverse-magnetic mode, the
metal layer reduces the total losses modestly for radii ranging from 3 to 10
µm. Simulation results for different structural parameters are presented.
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1. Introduction
Integrated optical devices in polymeric materials have been the subject of a great deal of
research over the past couple of decades [1–4]. Advantages of polymer waveguides include
low cost as well as flexibility and ease of fabrication. Polymer materials span a wide range of
refractive index values and exhibit a large transparency window, which makes them
compatible with many photonic technologies for a large range of applications. Furthermore,
different active dopants can be added to the polymeric material to fabricate devices with
electro-optical [5], optical gain [6], or detection [7] capabilities.
One of the main drawbacks of polymeric waveguides is the large radius of curvature,
typically a few tens of micrometers [3, 4], required for low-loss propagation. This is due to
the low refractive index contrast between core and cladding typically obtained in polymer
waveguide structures. Smaller radii of curvature are highly desirable in integrated photonics
as they permit decreasing device footprint. In devices such as ring resonators, a small radius
not only decreases dimensions but can also potentially reduce power consumption in active
devices, while providing a large free spectral range (FSR). The latter is an important
parameter in the design of filters and modulators for WDM systems [8] as well as tunable
lasers with a wide wavelength range and stable laser operation [9] in which a single resonance
peak within the material gain bandwidth prevents mode hopping while permitting smooth
wavelength tuning.
Plasmonic waveguides have been proposed as good candidates for very-high-scale
integration of photonic devices thanks to their capability to achieve very tight light
confinement, which permits increasing device density, while benefiting from the large
bandwidth of photonic devices [10]. A trade-off between confinement and propagation losses,
however, has until now limited the application of this type of waveguides in real-life devices.
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In an attempt to decrease propagation losses while maintaining sub-wavelength confinement,
different waveguide structures have been proposed such as dielectric-loaded surface plasmon
waveguides [11, 12], long-range dielectric-loaded surface plasmon waveguides [13] and
hybrid plasmonic waveguides [14–16]. The high electromagnetic field confinement in
plasmonic structures permits the realization of bends with radii of only a few micrometers.
Bends in channel grooved plasmonic waveguides [10], metallic nanowire waveguides [17–
19], metal-dielectric-metal plasmonic waveguides [20], dielectric-loaded surface plasmon
waveguides [11, 12, 21–23], metal-clad waveguides [24] and hybrid dielectric-loaded surface
plasmon waveguides [25, 26] have been investigated with radii of a few micrometers.
However, the reported total losses per 90 degree bend are still too high for practical
applications. The limiting factor is typically the high propagation loss of the plasmonic
waveguide structures. Krasavin et al. [19] proposed the use of optical gain to compensate
bend losses, thereby increasing the transmission through the bend to more than 95% (~0.2 dB
of signal loss) in dielectric-loaded surface plasmon waveguides. Dai et al. [27] proposed a
silicon hybrid plasmonic waveguide design capable of very sharp bends with low losses per
90 degree bend. Total losses close to ~0.04 dB/90° were calculated for a bend radius of 1.2
µm for the transverse-magnetic (TM) fundamental mode.
In this work, the introduction of a thin metallic layer underneath the core of a polymer
waveguide is shown to reduce the calculated total losses (dB/90°) of sharp bends with respect
to the total losses of the equivalent dielectric structure (i.e., without the metallic layer) for a
large range of bend radii. The loss reduction is especially significant for the quasi-transverseelectric (TE) mode, for which the metallic configuration exhibits lower total losses for radii
below 35 µm. For the quasi-TE mode, losses as low as ~0.02 dB/90° have been calculated for
a wide range of radii that can be tuned by properly selecting the parameters of the structure.
Such decrease in total loss represents one order of magnitude reduction with respect to the
total losses of the pure dielectric structure for the same radii range. In the case of the quasiTM mode, the total losses of the metallic structure are smaller than those of the dielectric
structure for radii ranging from 3 to 10 µm. Introduction of the thin metallic layer in the
proposed structure reduces the optimum radius of curvature of polymer waveguides from tens
of micrometers to less than 10 µm, thereby enabling the utilization of polymer waveguides in
highly integrated optical circuits and in devices where very sharp bends are necessary, such as
ring resonators with large FSR. In the following sections, a detailed study of the total losses of
the proposed polymer dielectric-loaded hybrid metallic bent waveguides including the effect
of different structural parameters and materials on the calculated total losses is presented.
2. Proposed structure
The schematic configurations of the waveguide geometries studied in this paper are shown in
Fig. 1. The proposed structure corresponds to a dielectric-loaded hybrid plasmonic waveguide
consisting of a polymer ridge separated from the metal underneath by a thin low refractive
index dielectric layer. The material selected for the ridge is the negative tone epoxy resist SU8 [28], although similar results apply to a wide range of architectures exhibiting low refractive
index contrast between substrate and core. For high-index-contrast waveguide architectures
introduction of the metal has a less beneficial effect on the propagation losses. The material of
the thin buffer layer is SiO2. Gold was selected for the metallic layer. The substrate consists of
silicon with a sufficiently thick layer of thermal SiO2. Figure 1(b) shows the cross-section of
the entirely dielectric structure used as a benchmark. The dielectric-loaded hybrid plasmonic
waveguide [Fig. 1(a)] will be referred to as “metallic” in the subsequent sections, whereas the
dielectric polymer waveguide [Fig. 1(b)] will be called “non-metallic”. The effect of the
thickness of the different layers, the dimensions of the ridge and the type of metal selected
will be studied in the following sections. The corresponding optical properties of the different
materials at the wavelength of interest (λ = 1.55 µm) as well as the ranges of parameters
considered in this study are summarized in Table 1.
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Fig. 1. (a) Dielectric-loaded hybrid plasmonic waveguide (“metallic” structure) and (b)
dielectric reference structure (“non-metallic” structure). Typical parameters: hridge = wridge = 2
µm, tbuffer = 100 nm, tmetal = 100 nm. The silicon substrate was not taken into account in the
simulations, as the thickness of the SiO2 undercladding was considered sufficiently thick for
the mode not to be influenced by the presence of the silicon substrate.

The distance between the center of curvature and the outer rim of the waveguide defines
the bend radius, R, as depicted in Fig. 1. This definition of bend radius was chosen, because
the outer rim is the important interface in very sharply bent waveguides, since the mode is
pushed towards this boundary. Since disk resonators are devices which do not possess a
waveguide width, defining the radius according to the outer interface will ensure
compatibility of all the results.
Table 1. Refractive indices and thicknesses of the materials employed (λ = 1.55 µm).

Undercladding
Metal
Buffer
Ridge
Uppercladding

Material
SiO2
Au
SiO2
SU-8
Air

Refractive index
1.444
0.55 + i11.5
1.444
1.57 + i4.93e-6
1

Thickness (µm)
NA
0.025-0.2
0-0.4
2
NA

3. Modeling of bent waveguides
Two-dimensional finite-difference (FD) calculations with perfectly matched layer (PML)
boundary conditions were carried out using the FieldDesigner module of PhoeniX B.V [29].
for bend mode analysis. The fields were calculated in a sufficiently large calculation window
(10 µm by 10 µm). Extra mesh grids were utilized for the thin metal and buffer layers to
mitigate numerical errors in the calculations. The mesh override was implemented by
artificially dividing the metal and buffer layers into 25 and 65 layers, respectively [30].
Scripts were written to find the guided modes of the structure iteratively for decreasing values
of the bend radius. The loop first calculates the guided modes of the structure for a large
radius of curvature. After each iteration step, the calculated effective refractive index is stored
and set as target effective refractive index for the next iteration step and the value of the
radius is decreased by a certain step size. For small radii (R < 35 µm), the effective refractive
index changes faster than for large radii. In the calculation script, the step size of the radius is
decreased when the iteration loop reaches low R values (threshold of R = 35 µm) to ensure
that the calculation algorithm can find the correct guided mode. The total bend loss in a 90
degree bend of radius R can then be calculated from the imaginary part of the effective
refractive index of the mode as Total Loss (dB/90°) = 10 log10[Im(neff)k0Rπ], where neff is the
complex effective refractive index of the mode of the bent waveguide, k0 is the wavenumber
in vacuum (k0 = 2π/λ) and R is the bend radius. It is important to note that this equation is
independent of the definition of the bend radius (i.e., being the distance to either the rib center
or the outer rim) as long as related values for neff and R are applied [31]. The calculated total
loss includes both the propagation loss due to scattering and absorption in the metal and SU-8
material and the radiation loss due to the waveguide curvature (i.e., bend losses). In previous
reports [17], the contribution of the bend losses to the total loss was extracted by assuming
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that the propagation losses in the bent waveguide are identical to the propagation losses of the
straight waveguide. Such an assumption is not possible in the structures of this work, as the
mode profile changes considerably due to the bending, shifting towards the outer rim of the
waveguide ridge (Fig. 2). Therefore, the reported losses throughout this paper are the total
losses.
4. Study of bend losses as a function of radius for different parameters of the structure
In this comparative study, several structural parameters are taken into account to gain insight
into their influence on the total losses of the bend. Such parameters comprise the ridge width
(wridge) and height (hridge), buffer layer thickness (tbuffer), metal layer thickness (tmetal), and type
of metal. The ridge width and height are each set to 2 µm to ensure single-mode operation
(i.e., only one quasi-TE and one quasi-TM mode are supported by the structure).
Figure 2 depicts the real part of the dominant E-field component for the quasi-TE and
quasi-TM modes supported by the non-metallic [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)] and metallic [Figs. 2(c)
and 2(d)] waveguide structures. It can be seen that the guided mode binds to the outer (righthand side) rim of the ridge, since the turning is in the direction of the negative x-axis. The
radius of curvature used in Fig. 2 is 6 µm. In the non-metallic structure, the generated leaky
waves can be clearly observed and are due to the sharp bending of the waveguide. As the
radius of curvature is further decreased, leakage into the substrate increases with the
consequent reduction in mode intensity. This behavior translates into an augmentation of the
bend losses for decreased radii of curvature, as can be seen in Fig. 3 (blue circles).
Introduction of a thin metallic layer underneath the polymer ridge blocks the radiation
modes and pushes the quasi-TE mode towards the ridge in the positive y-axis direction [Fig.
2(c)]. Figure 3(a) shows the total losses per 90 degree bend for the metallic quasi-TE mode in
comparison with those of the quasi-TE mode of the non-metallic structure. For large radii of
curvature, the total losses per 90 degree bend of the metallic structure rise linearly with
increasing radius. In this radius range, the total losses are dominated by the propagation losses
and thus, they augment as the length of the 90 degree waveguide segment increases. When the
radius decreases below a critical radius, the total losses rise again, this time due to the
radiative losses introduced by the bend. It can be clearly seen in Fig. 3(a) that the introduction
of the thin metal layer shifts the critical radius to a much lower value (i.e., ~7 µm) than in the
non-metallic waveguide. Below a radius of ~35 µm, the total losses per 90 degree bend of the
metallic structure are smaller than the ones of the non-metallic structure. This is particularly
interesting for radii between 6 and 13 µm, where losses as low as 0.02 dB/90° have been
calculated [inset of Fig. 3(a)].
The thin metallic layer underneath the polymer ridge transforms the photonic quasi-TM
mode of the non-metallic structure [Fig. 2(b)] into a hybrid plasmonic-photonic mode. Such a
mode is strongly coupled to the metal, thereby reducing leakage to the substrate and,
therefore, the bend losses for small radii of curvature [Fig. 2(d)]. However, since the metal is
highly absorptive at the wavelength of interest, high propagation losses are expected. High
propagation losses are dominant for increasing radii [Fig. 3(b)]. A shift of the critical radius,
below which the bend losses become dominant, to a smaller value than in the non-metallic
structure still occurs despite the large propagation losses. For a narrow range of bend radii
from 3 µm to 10 µm, the metallic structure exhibits lower total losses compared to the nonmetallic counterpart [inset of Fig. 3(b)].
It is important to mention that the reduction of total bend losses (dB/90 degree bend) by
the introduction of thin metal layers is larger for low refractive index contrast waveguides, for
which the positive influence of usage of thin metal layers, i.e., by preventing the leakage, is
higher than the negative effect of increased absorption introduced by the metal. High index
contrast waveguide architectures show better confinement and less leakage to the substrate.
For such structures, a thin metal layer has a lesser effect on blocking the radiation modes and
pushing the guided mode towards the ridge, while the absorption of light due to the presence
of the metal becomes significant.
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The transition loss between a non-metallic straight waveguide and a metallic bend section
have been investigated for the proposed waveguide architectures. The optimum offset values
which provide maximum coupling efficiency have been calculated. Transition losses and
optimum offset values depend on the particular waveguide parameters, the radius of curvature
as well as the polarization. Typical transition losses are in the range of 0.8 dB to 1.5 dB per
straight to bend connection. The transition losses are in the range of 0.1 dB to 1.3 dB for a
non-metallic straight to a non-metallic bend waveguide section. The approach considered in
this paper can also be applied to ring resonators in which no straight to bend connection is
required.

Fig. 2. Calculated 2-D mode profiles (showing the real part of the dominant electrical field
component) at λ = 1.55 µm, R = 6 µm for the non-metallic structures (top) with the parameters
of wridge = 2 µm, hridge = 2 µm for the (a) quasi-TE (Media 1) and (b) quasi-TM (Media 2)
modes and for the metallic structures (bottom) with the parameters of wridge = 2 µm, hridge = 2
µm, tbuffer = 100 nm and tmetal = 100 nm for the (c) quasi-TE (Media 1) and (d) quasi-TM
(Media 2) modes.
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Fig. 3. Total loss (dB/90°) versus bend radius (R) for metallic and non-metallic structures for
(a) quasi-TE and (b) quasi-TM modes with the parameters of wridge = 2 µm, hridge = 2 µm, tbuffer
= 100 nm, and tmetal = 100 nm (only for metallic structure). The insets are a zoom of the
corresponding loss plots in the region of interest.

4.1 Dependence of total losses on thickness of the buffer layer
The influence of the buffer layer thickness on the total losses has been investigated. The
thickness of the buffer layer was varied between 0 nm and 400 nm. The losses per 90 degree
bend for radii ranging from 2 µm to 30 µm were calculated for each value of buffer layer
thickness. Results for the quasi-TE and quasi-TM modes are displayed in Fig. 4. As the
thickness of the buffer layer augments, the critical radius for minimum losses per 90 degree
bend shifts to larger radii. Increasing the buffer layer thickness has two consequences. For
large bend radii, the losses per 90 degree go down as the thickness of the buffer layer
augments. The field distribution is further away from the metal layer, therefore inducing less
propagation losses for both quasi-TE and quasi-TM modes. For smaller radii (i.e., below the
critical radius), as the buffer layer thickness increases, higher bend losses are obtained.
Simultaneously, the critical radius shifts towards larger radii. In the case of the quasi-TE
modes, this behavior can be explained as a reduction of the shield effect of the metal due to its
larger distance from the mode [Fig. 5(c)]. For the quasi-TM modes, a thicker buffer layer
enhances coupling of the bend mode to a surface plasmon mode supported by the layer
structure outside the polymer ridge [Fig. 5(d)]. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) shows the mode profiles
for quasi-TE and quasi-TM modes for a structure with no buffer layer.

Fig. 4. Effect of the SiO2 buffer thickness: Total losses (dB/90°) versus bend radius (R) for the
metallic structure with the parameters of wridge = 2 µm, hridge = 2 µm, tmetal = 100 nm for
different tbuffer parameter (tbuffer = 0 nm, 25 nm, 50 nm, 100 nm, 200 nm, and 400 nm) for (a)
quasi-TE and (b) quasi-TM modes. The insets zoom in the regions of interest.
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The thickness of the buffer layer is, therefore, a very important design parameter that
permits shifting the range of radii where the lowest total losses occur. For example, no buffer
layer would be preferred if the application requires the smallest radius possible. A thicker
buffer layer would be preferred if low losses for slightly larger radii are desired. A 400 nm
thick buffer layer enlarges the range of radii that exhibit total losses around ~0.02 dB/90° to
between 13 and 25 µm for the parameters of the structure detailed in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5. Effect of the buffer layer thickness: Calculated 2-D mode profiles (shown as the real
part of the dominant electrical field component) at λ = 1.55 µm, R = 6 µm for the metallic
structure with the parameters of wridge = 2 µm, hridge = 2 µm, tmetal = 100 nm, tbuffer = 0 nm for the
(a) quasi-TE (Media 3), (b) quasi-TM (Media 4) modes and in the case of tbuffer = 400 nm for
(c) quasi-TE (Media 3) and (d) quasi-TM modes (Media 4).

4.2 Dependence of bend losses on metal layer thickness
The effect of the metal layer thickness was investigated. Figure 6 shows the total loss per 90
degree bend as a function of bend radius for both the quasi-TE [Fig. 6(a)] and the quasi-TM
[Fig. 6(b)] modes. For the quasi-TE mode [Fig. 6(a)], provided the metal layer is sufficiently
thick, it acts as a shield pushing the mode towards the ridge and preventing it from radiating
to leaky waves in the substrate. This is the case for thicknesses above 50 nm. For thicknesses
of the gold layer comparable to, or smaller than the penetration of the field in the metal layer,
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coupling of the field to the substrate radiation modes can still occur, thereby increasing the
contribution of the bend losses to the total loss per 90 degrees bend.
In the case of quasi-TM modes [Fig. 6(b)], as the metal thickness decreases, the mode
binds more to the metal via excitation of surface plasmon modes on both surfaces of the metal
layer. As a consequence, the propagation losses dramatically increase, as can be seen for gold
layers thinner than 100 nm [Fig. 6(b)].

Fig. 6. Effect of metal thickness: Total loss (dB/90°) versus bend radius (R) for the metallic
structure with the structural parameters of wridge = 2 µm, hridge = 2 µm, tbuffer = 100 nm for
different tmetal (tmetal = 25 nm, 50 nm, 100 nm, 150 nm and 200 nm) for (a) quasi-TE and (b)
quasi-TM modes. The insets are zoom of the corresponding loss plots.

4.3 Analysis of total loss dependence on metal type
According to the discussion in the previous sections, for the quasi-TE mode the metal layer
acts like a shield that pushes the mode towards the ridge and prevents it from radiating into
the substrate radiation modes. The shield effect is expected to become the more important, the
more negative the real part of the metal dielectric permittivity is. Simultaneously, absorption
in the metal increases with the imaginary part of the dielectric permittivity. Figure 7(a) shows
the loss per 90 degree bend as a function of bend radius for four different metals (Al, Au, Ag,
and Cu). The refractive indices and dielectric permittivity of these metals [32] at the
wavelength of interest, λ = 1.55 µm, are shown in Table 2. For small radii the shield effect
responsible for the reduction of losses per 90 degree bend is slightly larger for Al, followed by
Au and Ag, the least performing metal being Cu. This is consistent with Al presenting the
most negative real part of the dielectric permittivity and Cu the least negative one. For larger
radii, Cu presents the highest propagation losses because the field is closer to the metal due to
a less performing shield effect.
In the case of quasi-TM modes, the more negative the real part of the dielectric
permittivity is, the lower are the propagation losses. This is in agreement with the results of
the simulations, shown in Fig. 7(b).
Table 2. Refractive indices and dielectric permittivity of the metals employed in Fig. 7 (λ
= 1.55 µm) [32].
Material
Al
Au
Ag
Cu

Refractive index
1.44 + i*16
0.55 + i*11.5
0.514 + i*10.8
0.606 + i*8.26

Dielectric permittivity
−253.93 + i*46.08
−131.95 + i*12.65
−116.38 + i*11.10
−67.86 + i*10.01
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Fig. 7. Effect of metal type: Total loss (dB/90°) versus bend radius (R) for the metallic
structure with the structural parameters of wridge = 2 µm, hridge = 2 µm, tmetal = 100 nm, tbuffer =
100 nm for different metals; Au, Ag, Al, Cu for (a) quasi-TE and (b) quasi-TM modes. The
insets magnify the regions of small radii R.

5. Conclusions
In this work, we proposed and demonstrated numerically that introducing a thin metal layer
underneath the core of a polymer waveguide permits the realization of sharp bends with
calculated total losses (dB/90°) smaller than those of the equivalent dielectric waveguide
without the metallic layer, both for quasi-TE and quasi-TM modes. The FD mode calculations
indicate more than a 10-fold reduction of the bend losses with respect to the entirely dielectric
structure for radii below ~35 µm for quasi-TE modes, for which total losses as low as 0.02
dB/90° have been calculated for a wide range of radii, which can be tuned by properly
selecting the thickness of the buffer layer. A more modest decrease of the total losses has been
obtained for the quasi-TM modes for radii between 3 and 10 µm. By choosing the right
structural parameters, the introduction of the thin metallic layer permits to decrease the
optimum bend radius from ~70 µm (i.e., in the entirely dielectric structure) to less than 10 µm
while maintaining the total bend loss performance at ~0.02 dB/90°.
In TE polarization, the reduction of the total bend losses can be attributed to the shielding
of the mode by the metal layer, which prevents it from leaking into the substrate. The
mechanism for the reduction of bend losses is different in TM polarization, for which the
higher confinement of the hybrid plasmonic-photonic mode to the metal layer permits
decreasing the radius of curvature before coupling to radiation modes occurs.
The approach considered in this paper is quite promising, as it allows the use of polymer
waveguides in large-scale photonic integration where sharply bent waveguides with radii of a
few micrometers are essential to shrink the footprint of photonic circuitry.
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